
Технически характеристики

Thanks to the PXC rechargeable battery pack, the Einhell Cordless router/trimmer TP-RO 18 Set Li BL – Solo offers the freedom of cordless operation.
The speed control electronics have been paired with a powerful brushless motor. The fine/depth adjustment and precise twin-tube guide enable high-
precision working. The clamp (6 + 8 mm), spindle lock, and LED lighting combine with the soft grip handle, the chip shield, and the two-handed
attachment to make work as comfortable and easy as possible. The plastic insert protects the workpieces. The edge trimmer base allows edges to be
beveled. The unit is supplied with a parallel stop, compass tip, a copy sleeve, an assembly tool, an extraction adapter and a storage bag. No battery
and charger. 

Cordless Router / Palm Router

TP-RO 18 Set Li BL - Solo
Item No.: 4350410

Ident No.: 21011

Bar Code: 4006825662818

Features & Benefits
Member of the Power X-Change family-
Brushless motor - more power and prolonged operation-
Electronic speed control with powerful motor-
Infinitely adjustable routing depth with fine adjustment-
Depth adjustment with multi-step turret stop-
Precise twin-tube guide for exact milling-
6 mm and 8 mm clamp for various milling cutters-
Spindle lock for easy tool change-
LED for optimum illumination of the work area-
Plastic base plate insert protects the work surface-
Ergonomic handle with Softgrip-
Chip shield guards against chips in the field of vision-
Two-hand attachment enables precise operation of the unit-
Edge router base also enables the chamfering of edges-
Including parallel stop,compass tip,guiding role and copy sleeve-
Including extractor adaptor suitable for Einhell wet & dry vacs-
Including storage case for clean and safe transport-
Supplied without a battery or charger (available separately)-

Technical Data
- Voltage 18 V
- Lift height (router) 35 mm
- Lift height (palm router) 40 mm
- Drehzahl 10000  -  30000 min^-1
- Clamp diameter 6 + 8 mm
- Max. milling cutter 30 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 1.34
- Gross weight (kg) 4.23
- Dimensions single packaging 320 x 276 x 200 mm
- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces
- Gross weight of export carton 9.8 kg
- Dimensions export carton 570 x 340 x 220 mm
- Container quantity (20“/40“/40“HC 1350 | 2720 | 2992

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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